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Main features of the muon spin 
polarization behavior 

in nanostructured films

For non-diffusion muons in disordered media we have 
the well-known formula



where the polarization tensor is determined as

Here

is the local field at the muon position

- the unit vector and

- gyromagnetic ratio for the muon



Hierarchy of Fields
- an external field to the whole sample (film);

and a magnetization inside grains.

Averaged fields in a film.

fields and magnetization in an 
intergrain volume;

is the “external” field for grains.





External field is directed perpendicular to the plane

External field is parallel to the plane

For the every grain



External field is directed perpendicular to the plane

External field is parallel to the plane

We need to determine M inside grains and <M> inside the film.



For a single-axis ferromagnet

Minimization of free-energy potential for a grain

For

Minimum condition



Analytical solution in a limit of strong external fields

or

Define

Inside grains

Respectively



For we have:

For cubic ferromagnet of easy-axis type

Direction of the magnetization vector



For the external field

If the external field



Local field at a muon









Fast  diffusion
No difference between HCP and BCC lattices.
Strong fields,                         Local field:

Two items for the local field:



Transverse polarization

Longitudinal polarization



Non-diffusion muons
BCC lattice,

Components of the dipolar tensor

where

Components of the local field:



Two items of the local field:

Transverse component of a polarization

represented by the gaussian exponent



Longitudinal polarization is equal approximately to zero

For the external field parallel to the plane we have the same 
formulas. 



In the case of single-axes ferromagnets we have a similar behavior:
1. No oscillations in the longitudinal polarization
2. Gaussian exponent for the transverse component 

of polarization with parameters







Thank you for 
the attention
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